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Abstract. The importance of graphical displays in statistical practice has been indicated sporadically in the statistical literature over the past century, with wider awareness following Tukey’s *Exploratory Data Analysis* (1977) and Tufte’s books in the succeeding decades. But statistical graphics still occupies an awkward in-between position: Within statistics, exploratory and graphical methods represent a minor subfield and are not well-integrated with larger themes of modeling and inference. Outside of statistics, infographics (also called information visualization or Infovis) is huge, but their purveyors and enthusiasts appear largely to be unaware of and uninterested in statistical principles.

We present here a set of goals for graphical displays discussed primarily from the statistical point of view and discuss some inherent contradictions in these goals that may be impeding communication between the fields of statistics and Infovis. One of our constructive suggestions, to Infovis practitioners and statisticians alike, is to try not to cram into a single graph what can be better displayed in two or more.

We recognize that we offer only one perspective and intend this article to be a starting point for a wide-ranging discussion among graphics designers, statisticians, and users of statistical methods. The purpose of this article is not to criticize but to explore the different goals that lead researchers in different fields to value different aspects of data visualization.

In December, 2008, statistician Nathan Yau published on his influential Flowing Data blog a list of what he viewed as the five best data visualizations of the year (Yau, 2008b). We’ll get to them in a bit, but for now the important thing is . . . we didn’t really like any of them! They weren’t horrible—we would not have nominated any of them as among the five worst of the year either—but most of them did not impress us as data visualizations. And, more to the point, we were bothered that these were considered the best.

It might seem odd for a discussion article in a statistics journal to be responding to a blog—but maybe not so odd when you consider that the blog in question has approximately 15,000 subscribers, about three times more than the most prominent academic statistics blog and more readers per day than any IMS journal per year. Circulation is not everything—we have no
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particular interest in critiquing the statistical displays of *People* magazine or the *National Enquirer*—but, in fact, Flowing Data is a thoughtful blog on the interface between statistics and graphic design.

An important part of statistical practice is graphical communication of data and models, and this is an important part of statistical theory as well, as has been recognized by Tukey (1972, 1977) and others.

We believe it is vital for the field of statistics to engage with those outside the field who use related methods to attack related problems. Thus, in the spirit of outreach efforts by statistical researchers to understand econometrics, expert systems, machine learning, fuzzy logic, neural nets, and other approaches developed outside the field for learning from data, we seek here to stimulate a discussion on information visualization—those grabby graphs that are in many ways the public face of modern-day statistics.

Upon further reflection, and after a blog exchange (Yau, 2009, Gelman, 2009a), we decided that our difficulties with some popular visualizations arose from an insufficient understanding—by ourselves and others—of the multiplicity of goals involved in data display. These goals reflect the differing interests and approaches of two different groups: On the statistical side, data analysts and statisticians are interested in finding effective and precise ways of representing data, whether raw data, statistics or model analyses. Providing the right comparisons is important, numbers on their own make little sense, and graphics should enable readers to make up their own minds on any conclusions drawn, and possibly see more. On the Infovis side, computer scientists and designers are interested in grabbing the readers’ attention and telling them a story. When they use data in a visualization (and data-based graphics are only a subset of the field of Information Visualization), they provide more contextual information and make more effort to awaken the readers’ interest. We might argue that the statistical approach concentrates on what can be got out of the available data and the Infovis approach uses the data to draw attention to wider issues. Both approaches have their value and it would probably be best if both could be combined.

The present article comes, unavoidably, from a statistical perspective, and we discuss ways in which several popular data visualizations do not serve statistical goals. We are not writing this as a critique of the Infovis approach; our intent is to consider the goals being served by graphical displays that we might not choose ourselves, with the ultimate goal of improving communication among graphics designers, statisticians, and users of statistical methods.

One issue that arises is the familiar distinction between exploratory and presentation graphics. With presentation graphics you prepare some small number of graphs, which may be viewed by thousands, and with exploratory graphics you prepare thousands of graphs, which are viewed by one person, yourself. Exploratory graphics is all about speed and flexibility and alternative views. Presentation graphics is all about care and specifics and a single view. Presentation graphics can really benefit from a graphic designer's contribution; for exploratory graphics it's not so relevant. That said, the first consumer of any graph is the person who makes it, and it can often be useful to use “presentation” skills to communicate to ourselves as well as to others. In either context, much can be gained by thinking carefully about goals.
In this paper we will be writing primarily about static presentation graphics, a well-established and mature field. Modern exploratory data analysis involves using interactive graphics, and such tools are also frequently used for Infovis graphics in web displays, along with sound and video. However, these approaches are very much in a development phase and we would prefer to encourage further experimentation rather than comment on what are still early efforts.

Data graphics are increasingly being produced in all sorts of contexts. We are happy to see the increasing recognition of the importance of visualizing data, but we have some concerns that practitioners are not fully aware of the multiplicity of goals that arise in graphical presentation. In the present article, we lay out some of these conflicting goals and discuss how awareness of some underlying principles of statistical communication could improve the work of statisticians and graphics designers alike.

Understanding and dialogue rather than pure criticism

Our point is not to criticize or to pass judgment (whether positive or negative) on graphs made by non-statisticians, but rather to explore and understand, through examples, the different goals and different approaches of the two groups. To the extent that our perspectives differ from the creators and audiences of the information visualizations, we highlight these differences—not to say or imply that we are right and they are wrong, but to clarify the many different goals involved in data display.

Why is it important to have this dialogue?

Statistical graphics are fine but they don’t always serve to communicate outside the academic/professional bubble. Infovis is much more popular than statistical graphics, and it behooves us to understand why.

From the other direction, in an Infovis setting, the public often gets a pretty graph or raw data with nothing in between. If designers can understand the goals of statistical graphics (and how they differ from the typical goals of Infovis), perhaps they can see the value of line plots, scatterplots, and more sophisticated statistical graphs as a useful tool for understanding data, for those readers who have been drawn in by the infographic and now are ready for more insight.

As we shall see, the very features that make an effective information visualization can be detrimental to statistical presentation of data—and vice-versa. Hence both statisticians and designers can benefit from understanding each other’s perspective, with the aim not being a single display that makes everyone happy but a set of different data views that serve different purposes.

Sources for the two points of view

There are several fine books on presentation graphics for statisticians, including the theoretical works of Bertin and Wilkinson, the style advice books of Cleveland and others,
and the attractively polemical books of Tufte. In fact some of Tufte’s publications are a bridge to the Infovis world, which has a newer and more scattered literature. Articles by Heer, Kosara, Munzner, and Shneiderman are a good starting point and Kosara’s blog, eagereyes.org, is a useful place to look for enlightened discussion of the issues. Amongst other contributions, Shneiderman (1996) has proposed and promoted his mantra: Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. In effect this is a drill down for details and there is no mention of any comparisons. For statisticians there always have to be comparisons; numbers on their own are not enough.

There is a series of Infovis workshops, BELIV (BEyond time and errors: novel evaluation methods for Information Visualization), concerned with the evaluation of visualizations. Substantial progress has not been made, but the aim of trying to determine what insights may be obtained from a graphic and how well they are presented is well worth pursuing and such research should encourage statisticians too to think more formally of what they are trying to achieve with their graphics.

Some goals involving the visual display of quantitative information

Why is visualization important for data analysis? Tufte (1983) writes, “At their best, graphics are instruments for reasoning about quantitative information,” a surprisingly weak statement really! Cleveland (1985) writes, “Graphs are exceptionally powerful tools for data analysis.” Chambers et al. (1983) begins, “There is no statistical tool that is as powerful as a well-chosen graph.” The chapter on diagrams in Statistical Methods for Research Workers (Fisher, 1925) begins, “Diagrams prove nothing, but bring outstanding features readily to the eye.” These last three statements by statisticians are all very positive but remain general. Tukey (1993) was more specific about what he called the true purpose of graphic display, which he set down in four parts:

1. Graphics are for the qualitative/descriptive—conceivably the semiquantitative—never for the carefully quantitative (tables do that better).
2. Graphics are for comparison—comparison of one kind or another—not for access to individual amounts.
3. Graphics are for impact—interocular impact if possible, swinging-finger impact if that is the best one can do, or impact for the unexpected as a minimum—but almost never for something that has to be worked at hard to be perceived.
4. Finally, graphics should report the results of careful data analysis—rather than be an attempt to replace it. (Exploration—to guide data analysis—can make essential interim use of graphics, but unless we are describing the exploration process rather than its results, the final graphic should build on the data analysis rather than the reverse.)

With his first two points Tukey emphasized that for looking up numbers you should use tables not graphics, a point that is true but basically obsolete with modern computing. His second point, on comparisons, is key for statisticians. His third point is about showing what you want to show clearly, and the phrase “swinging-finger impact” suggests he was not against using graphics for persuasive purposes. Tukey’s final point is expressed rather negatively, implying he saw too many graphics without proper supporting analysis. In practice we would argue that
graphics and analysis are complementary. Like Tukey we do not like graphics without supporting analysis. We also do not like analysis without supporting graphics (and we are sure Tukey would have agreed with that too). To put it another way, a picture may be worth a thousand words, but a picture plus 1000 words is more valuable than two pictures or 2000 words.

Tukey was primarily writing of small datasets. Our proposed goals for graphics take more account of the vastness of data nowadays and more account of communication through graphics.

Discovery goals:
- Giving an overview—a qualitative sense of what is in a dataset, checking assumptions, confirming known results, looking for distinct patterns.
- Conveying the sense of the scale and complexity of a dataset. For example, graphs of networks notoriously reveal very little about underlying structure but, if constructed well, can give an impression of interconnectedness and of central and peripheral nodes. And maybe that is the point. The picture tells the story as well as, and in less space than, the equivalent thousand words.
- Exploration: flexible displays to discover unexpected aspects of the data; small multiples or, even better, interactive graphics to support making comparisons.

Communication goals:
- Communication to self and others: displaying information from the dataset in a readily understandable way. Information density is great, but only if this information can be visually extracted from the graph! (cf. Tukey’s third point)
- Telling a story. This is really another form of communication. If we communicate well, we call it storytelling. Consider, for example, Minard’s Napoleon-in-Russia graph popularized by Tufte (1983).
- Attracting attention and stimulating interest. Graphs are grabby. Not so much in submitted journal manuscripts (where, by convention, they may be placed in a pile at the end of the article) but in newspaper articles, blogs, and so forth. The flip side of this is that graphs are often viewed as intimidating; for example, Barabasi (2010) writes, echoing Hawking (1988), “There is a theorem in publishing that each graph halves a book’s audience.” This may be one reason that no graphs appear in data-rich books such as *Freakonomics* (Levitt and Dubner, 2005) that one might expect to be full of visual data displays.

Each of these goals can be important but it would be meaningless to try to achieve all of them at once. The most general goals we can think of in data display are discovery (the first three of our goals above) and communication (the second three goals). These can go together—we want to communicate our discoveries!—but also to some extent lead in different directions. To put it simply, we communicate when we display a convincing pattern, and we discover when we observe deviations from our expectations. These may be explicit in terms of a mathematical model or implicit in terms of a conceptual model. How a reader interprets a graphic will depend on their expectations. If they have a lot of background knowledge, they will view the graphic differently than if they rely only on the graphic and its surrounding text. Consider the analogy of fine art and advertising. A painting often has much detail and demands a great deal of your attention. You expect to work at it, and you know that extra information, not included in the
painting, may be helpful to your understanding. With advertising, you either get an immediate
hit or nothing (though repetition—you may see the same advertisement many times—is an
additional complicating factor). Statisticians are analysts; they want to get down to the essentials
and display specifics in a precise way. They assume they already have the reader’s interest and
involvement. Designers are artists and want to display an environment, a complex whole. They
want to attract attention and encourage involvement. By giving the sense of that complex whole,
you may distract from conveying the main information. The very best data visualizations (for
example, the Baby Name Wizard, discussed near the end of this article) manage to do both.

Making graphics attractive can help motivate readers to understand them. And, once the reader
is willing to put in the work, innovative and even inefficient graphical displays can be effective
in implicitly extracting a commitment from the reader to think hard about the data.\(^4\) For graphics
designers, novelty is an end in itself, with the goal of eliciting the reaction, “Hey, I’ve never seen
this before,” followed by, “Of course—that’s a really good way to display these data.”

Statisticians tend to use standard graphic forms (for example, scatterplots and time series), which
enable the experienced reader to quickly absorb lots of information, but may leave other readers
cold. We personally prefer repeated use of simple graphical forms, which we hope draw
attention to the data rather than to the form of the display. In addition, with familiar structures,
visual conventions carry some of the work of exposition. Consider, for example, the use of the
horizontal axis for a predictor variable and the vertical axis for the outcome, or, in a bar chart,
the idea that the areas of the bars convey relative numbers. You need experience with a graphic
form to use it well. For judging graphics in the media, statisticians should perhaps take the likely
audience more into consideration.

We regard graphics as part of a story rather than as isolated objects. A graphic does not live on
its own. There can be (working from inside to out) annotations, a legend, a title, a caption,
accompanying text, an overall story, and a headline. The elements should all be consistent and
in tune with one another (which is often not the case in the news media, where different people
are independently involved at different stages of preparation). And the graph itself is often part
of a grid of graphs, or even one of several associated displays within an online posting, an article,
or a book. Using several graphics allows you to present a selection of views, each one of which
makes an additional contribution to the overall picture.

When considering a visualization, we always ask, what are the alternatives? We are often
unimpressed by pretty visualizations that, judging them as statistical graphics, do not do a good
job of displaying information; From the other point of view, statistician/designer Yau likes
visually-attractive infographics that grab people’s interest and motivate them to explore a topic
in more depth. The “data visualizations of the year” really are impressive if you think of them as

\(^4\) When exposed to novel graphics, readers have to make an effort of understanding. Having made the effort, they
have an emotional commitment to the graphic (nobody wants to admit they wasted their time). Whether they have
actually learnt anything useful is difficult to tell and would make for an interesting research study. This effect is
related to the positive emotional buzz we can get from working out how to do something in R. Up to a certain point,
the longer it takes us to work out how to do what we want to do, the more satisfaction we get from finding the
solution—even if in retrospect it was something we should have known. And all that time has been “wasted,” it
could have been spent on the real statistical problem and not on the computing problem.
super-cool illustrations (replacements for the usual photos or drawings that might accompany a newspaper or magazine article) rather than as visual displays of quantitative information.\(^5\)

Newspaper and magazine articles are often illustrated by photographs and cartoons which are pretty or shocking or attention-grabbing or interesting and in some way complement the substance of the article. We don't generally criticize newspaper illustrations as being noninformative; they're not really expected to convey substantive information in the first place. From that perspective, an infographic can be a good choice even if it does not clearly display patterns in the data.

Bateman et al. (2010) have studied people’s recall of information, comparing embellished graphics with plain vanilla ones and found that recall after a two or three week gap was much better for the (dramatically) embellished graphics. This should not surprise us. We would probably remember a young man in green and white striped jeans better than one in a smart business suit. Does this mean we should dress exotically, if we want to be noticed? It obviously depends on what we want to be noticed for. The same goes for graphics and we should think of graphics as being part of a whole, not view them in isolation.

Balancing the conflicting goals of designers and statisticians would be easier if the two groups worked together more. Designers would doubtless find statistical graphics dull and austere, while the statisticians’ view is well expressed in Chatfield’s book (Chatfield, 1995): “In addition, it is worth noting that the features of a graph which make it visually attractive (e.g., colour, design complexity) may actually detract from comprehension. Some people deliberately choose to present fancy graphics which look pretty but are not interpretable. In other words they use graphics to hide information while appearing to do the opposite. The misuse of graphics is particularly hard to combat because most people think they understand graphs.”

**Background**

The recent popularity of data visualization can perhaps be traced to developments in computer technology and the influence of Tufte’s 1983 cult classic *The Visual Display of Quantitative Information* and his subsequent books in the area. In the popular press, the state of the art of graphical display has moved from the goofy front-page charts in *USA Today* (so memorably parodied by *The Onion*; see Figure 1) and the sober time series and scatterplots of *The Economist* (Figure 2), through high-tech, information-rich graphs of the stock market and the weather (Figure 3), to a variety of creative visualizations that have appeared in the *New York Times*.

At the same time, computer graphics have made incredible leaps, from *Pong* and *Space Invaders* to *Grand Theft Auto* (see Figure 4) and the three-dimensional imaging that has become routine in children’s television cartoons. It is no surprise that data visualization tools have moved beyond those of the *Pac-Man* era.

---

\(^5\)Tufte had it right when he wrote of the visual display of quantitative information. Not “data” but, more generally, “quantitative information,” a category that can include all sorts of derived quantities, ranging from the Consumer Price Index to logistic regression coefficients. Confusion has arisen because people think of data and statistics as different, whereas the statistics of one study can be the raw data of the next.
How does this all relate to statistical theory and practice? The statistical literature on visualization tends to focus on the display of raw data (for example, the book *Graphics of Large Datasets: Visualizing a Million*, by Unwin et al., 2006) but graphical visualization can also be important in understanding and checking the fit of complex models (Gelman, 2003, 2004).

The present article explores two related but distinct practices, which we define in their ideal forms:

1. **Statistical data visualization**, which is focused not on visual appeal but on facilitating an understanding of patterns in an applied problem (recall the Discovery goals listed above), both in directing readers to specific information and allowing the readers to see for themselves.
(2) *Infographics*, which ideally should be attractive, grab one’s attention, tell a story and encourage the viewer to think about a particular dataset, both as individual measurements and as a representation of larger patterns (as in our Communication goals).

Figure 3. This weather chart is a technically impressive data visualization, but for just about any practical purpose it offers an excessive amount of detail. If you accept the goal of displaying the exact high and low temperatures for every day in the year, the graph does an excellent job—but it is not clear why these numbers should be of interest to a newspaper reader, so many months later. One concern both with statistical graphics and with information visualization is a focus on technique without always a sense of larger purpose. It should be possible to view this as a wonderful display of a time series, while at the same time questioning its utility.

Figure 4. Progress in computer graphics, from Pong to Space Invaders to Grand Theft Auto.
Statistical visualization could itself be separated into visualization of data and of models, but we prefer to lump these together, partly to sharpen the contrast with non-statistical infographics and partly because data and model visualization go together: the most effective data graphs can often be viewed as implicit or explicit comparisons to models (Gelman, 2004); and, conversely, when graphing models, we prefer to display data alongside to give a sense of model fit.

Infographics and statistical visualization are both important, and we should respect the different goals that they address.

The “5 best data visualization projects of the year”

We illustrate our graphical ideas on the examples that motivated these thoughts, the list by statistician and Flowing Data blogger Nathan Yau of the best data visualizations of 2008. In using these examples to explore different perspectives on data graphics, we are not in any way trying to criticize the graphics design of these projects. We recognize that these projects look better and in many ways function better than most if not all of the graphics that we have made. One of our key goals in writing this article is ultimately to strengthen connections between statisticians and graphics designers. When we engage in criticism here, the purpose is to highlight our differences in perspectives.

Wordle. This popular program created by Jonathan Feinberg for displaying word frequencies received Yau’s honorable mention. Figure 5 shows an example of Wordle in action.

Yau writes, perceptively:

It's hard to say what exactly made Wordle so popular, but I [Yau] think it was a mix of randomness, aesthetics, and customization options.

From our perspective as creators and users of statistical graphics, we see Wordle as conveying a small but important amount of information (the most common words in a document and their approximate relative frequencies) in what we see as an eye-catching but confusing way. The advantages lie in the lack of ordering (you may see something you don’t expect) and the fitting in of the most frequent substantive words. The disadvantages lie in the lack of ordering (every Wordle displays looks very different and you may miss important words due to color, orientation or position) and fitting in of too many words. The alternative of listing the words in order of frequency and also using size and color would be consistent, but would not encourage the kind of random word linking which Wordle encourages.

Wordle certainly grabs attention and stimulates thought (goal 6) and it provides an overview (goal 1). To some extent it encourages exploration (goal 3), since it is easy to try other variants, but the exploration is random rather than under the reader’s control. But our biggest problem with Wordle is that study of the image sends the viewer not toward a deeper understanding of the original data but rather toward engagement with Wordle itself. The how-did-they-do-it and how-does-it-work aspects of Wordle overwhelm the data it was intended to display.
Figure 5. Wordle and other word/tag clouds have become a popular way to get a quick and attractive (if superficial) view of the content of a document. More frequently used words are presented in larger fonts; the colors and orientations of the words and the shape of the image convey no information.

For the purposes of the present article, what is relevant about Wordle is that the very features that work against it as a statistical graphic (randomness and difficulty of navigation) help make it effective for Infovis.

Decision tree: The Obama-Clinton divide. Yau’s pick for fifth-best data visualization of 2008 came from Amanda Cox of the New York Times during the primary election season (Figure 6).

Both of the authors of the present article dislike this graph. Unwin is unhappy because neither the relative importance of the splits in the tree nor their discriminating power is shown; thus it is difficult to assess how meaningful the tree is as a data summary. Gelman dislikes the tree because, as a political scientist, he dislikes the model it is based on, and he think it leads people to a confused understanding of voting. Thus, he thinks the world would be better if nobody were to see this graph. He’s not really complaining about the display, more about what it's displaying. (Also, the title “decision tree” is misleading because the graph displays counties, but it is individual voters who are making the decisions. Counties do not “decide” how to allocate their votes.) This visualization gives a kind of overview (goal 1), though we have no idea how good it is. It doesn’t encourage exploration and it implies the divisions into groups are simpler than they really are, so we can strike goals 2 and 3. It does seem to be trying to tell a story (goal 5) and the photos probably help attract the reader’s attention (goal 6).

Radiohead music video. This cool four-minute video displays a movie reconstructed from data from a three-dimensional scanner. Figure 7 shows a still shot which captures the general look of the images (but the video is much more impressive).
Figure 6. A visualization of voting in the 2008 primary election campaign that we dislike because it displays a model that we do not think usefully summarizes political attitudes or behavior.
This is pretty; we just wouldn’t call this sort of thing “data visualization.” Rather, it is a use of data visualization tools to make art, and it’s also a demonstration of statistical methods of image reconstruction. Both of these are great but seem to us to fall into a different category than statistical graphics. Maybe the relevant point here is that graphics can be identified by their technical tools as much as by their statistical goals. In that sense, the Radiohead video, 3-D cartoons, and all sorts of computer graphics (many of which are statistically-based) serve as baselines for us in thinking about the possibilities of modern imaging, of which statistical graphics is a small subset.

**Box office streamgraphs.** Yau writes this of Lee Byron’s fascinating-looking stacked graphs of movie ticket sales:

“Discussion burst out across the Web—about the technique and what people were seeing in the data—that I am convinced would not have come about if instead of a Streamgraph, they used say, a stacked bar chart.”

Figure 8 shows a portion of the streamgraph. The online version is bigger and better, with interactive features that allow you to scroll over time, search for movies, and click on parts of the image to get details. And the graph does convey information; as Yau (2008a) writes, “You can see Oscar contenders attract a smaller audience than the holiday and summer blockbusters and kind of slowly build an audience.” Well, does it really? How can you tell which films were Oscar contenders and whether they had that kind of pattern?
Figure 8. This information-rich display of movie box-office receipts is attractive and intriguing but, to us, is flawed as a data visualization because it is difficult to compare most of the quantities being displayed.

The visualization does indeed look cool, but the strategy of stacking the curves on top of each other makes the visuals for individual films almost impossible to interpret. We would prefer two graphs, one showing total movie sales over time (and thus capturing the overall shape of the curve) and another showing the trajectories for the individual movies, possibly identifying Oscar contenders by color.

In this case we believe the designers made a common error of statistical graphics: trying to cram into a single graph what can be better displayed in two. On the other hand they achieved the goal of grabbing attention superbly, it’s just that they did not achieve any other goal.

I Want You to Want Me. In featuring this image and an accompanying video by Jonathan Harris and Sep Kamvar (see Figure 9), Yau writes that “this blend of art, computer science, and mathematics is beautiful.”

We agree that the I Want You to Want Me video is visually appealing, but, again, we don’t really see it as an effective way to convey the data. It’s more of a way to get attention, but then we would want a pointer toward a better data visualization to learn more. Our point here is not to criticize this work as graphic design or as art but rather to focus on the different goals that we have in data display.

That said, we only will learn by trying new things, and that, for graphics, it’s good to have new tools. Who knows if the eye-catching graphics you display in I Want You to Want Me might be altered to display data in some informative way? So we don’t want to discourage experimentation. The perils come when a snazzy display is used to obscure information. As statisticians, we should have a way of pointing this out—of connecting the visualization to the ultimate goals of subject-matter understanding—without alienating people and thus obscuring our own message.
Figure 9. This data-based video is visually appealing but does not give an overview of the quantitative information that is essential for a statistical graphic.

Figure 10. A snapshot from a video of air traffic over Britain that could conceivably be part of an effective data visualization if it were placed in the context of relevant summary displays.

Britain from Above. Figure 10 shows a still photo from a series of videos that Nathan Yau selected as the top visualization project from 2008. The videos show air traffic over Britain, and they represent an impressive computing and statistical achievement, putting together information from satellite images to visualize the transportation network and, in Yau’s words, “bring data to life.” Although this work is not a statistical graphic in the traditional sense, we could imagine it being combined with some data reductions (for example, average flows of different kinds) to achieve statistical goals of communication and discovery. From a statistical point of view it would be better if Britain was viewed directly from above and not at an angle, though the idea is presumably to suggest you are actually in a plane looking at the flight traces. At the end of the video attention is drawn to areas which no flight paths cross, possibly locations of secret military installations or high security prisons. This visualization certainly satisfies goals 5 (telling a story) and 6 (grabbing attention), to some extent it communicates some information (e.g., the gaps), but statistical goals are not met.
Overview. The “best data visualizations of the year” are eye-catching graphics that in several cases use state-of-the-art methods in statistics and computer science, while at the same time not even attempting to achieve the traditional goals of statistical graphics. We would characterize all these graphs as visually attractive and data-related, so at the very least they can serve as inspirations to statisticians and other designers who are thinking about future data display challenges.

But one of our big problems with labeling these as “best of the year” is that we don't want them to be seen as completed data displays.

Statistical problems with other highly praised infographics

Even infographics that are clever and beautiful can have problems when viewed as statistical data visualizations. We illustrate with some examples that have appeared recently in the press.

Plane crashes. Figure 11, created by David McCandless (2009), was part of a series of graphs that won the Guardian newspaper’s Visualization Contest.

As Daniel Lakeland notes:

The map appears to plot numbers of plane crashes per country, totally missing the point of expressing these as a rate. . . . Another visualization from the same site has a more subtle problem, comparing things that don't have the same units. Some of these are dollars per year, some are total dollars ever spent on some thing, some of these are dollars of capitalization per company.

Final Destination
Density of fatal accidents 1942-2009

Figure 11. This award-winning infographic of air accidents is nearly useless in that it presents events unnormalized by base rates. The graph is not improved by redundantly displaying each country with both a dot and a circle.
Even though we agree fully with Lakeland's comments, we are wary of criticizing this sort of visualization. For the goal of conveying information, it is horrible, but for sparking interest in their topics and motivating readers to look carefully at the numbers, maybe it is still useful. To give it a prize in a visualization contest, though . . . well, we wouldn't do that. That would be like deciding who won the Indy 500 by picking the car with the snazziest paint job. Might it help to shade the circles according to their accident rate? Even then we would still be left with the problem that the graphic shows the density by country, not by location, so the circle for the USA doesn’t even include any of the East coast, where probably many of the accidents occurred. In the case of Russia, it may even be the case that none of the Russian accidents occurred at locations covered by its circle! This display grabs attention but does little else.

*Florence Nightingale’s coxcomb.* Consider the famous image drawn by Florence Nightingale (1858), which is often considered as an exemplar of data display (see Figure 12). In a recent discussion of the coxcomb plot, Rehmeyer (2008) writes:

![Diagram of the Causes of Mortality in the Army in the East](http://www.Florence-Nightingale-Saving-Angel.co.uk/Coxcomb.htm)

*Figure 12. Florence Nightingale’s celebrated circular plot of Crimean War mortality is a landmark in infographics, but a modern-day statistician would prefer to display such data using simple time-series plots such as shown in Figure 13. The ability of the circular plot to line up months in different years obscures the patterns in the data and offers little if any benefit in this example. At the same time, the attractive and unusual appearance of Nightingale’s graph—even its puzzle-like nature—might well have helped draw attention to the public health problems she was working on. This illustrates the differing goals of statistical graphics (intended for understanding patterns in data and departures from these patterns) and information visualization (intended to attract attention and stimulate thought in people who might otherwise not have been interested in the topic).*
The conventional way of presenting this information would have been a bar graph, which William Playfair had created a few decades earlier. Nightingale may have preferred the coxcomb graphic to the bar graph because it places the same month in different years in the same position on the circle, allowing for easy comparison across seasons. It also makes for an arresting image. She said her coxcomb graph was designed “to affect thro’ the Eyes what we fail to convey to the public through their word-proof ears.”

Given the context, the graph is impressive and important (see Small, 1998, for further background on this and other work of Nightingale). But given what we know today, we would prefer it as a line plot (not a bar graph, which, as Rehmeyer notes, unfortunately is indeed the default choice for many if not most producers of graphs).

In theory, the circular plot could have advantages for displaying monthly regularities, but, first, such regularities are not so strong in this dataset (or, if they are, the circular plot is not a good way to reveal them!), and, second, one could always do the comparisons by month better by overlaying several years with line plots. We find it surprising that Rehmeyer claims the display allows “easy comparison across seasons.” The circular structure of the above image is indeed beautiful but we don't think it conveys the information very well. In addition, each color is measured from the center, so that the total numbers of deaths per month from the three causes is impossible to determine. Overlaps complicate the interpretation further. It is also unusual that the data for the first twelve months are drawn in the right plot and the data for the second twelve months in the left plot. Conventions help and should only be disregarded for very good reason.

Figure 13 shows an alternative we prepared. The upper graphs show the dramatic rise and fall in the death rates from “zymotic” (basically, infectious) diseases, while emphasizing the comparatively low rates of deaths from other causes. The lower graph shows that the army size varied, but not nearly as much. The time series for the army size has purposely been drawn as a bar graph as it represents counts and also because this makes it clear that we are dealing with a different kind of series.6

If we were presenting these alternatives on the web, it could be appealing to offer both the Infovis and statistical graphics. The display would start with the Nightingale plot to draw attention. Then, clicking on the coxcomb would switch the display to a more statistical graphic such as our Figure 13. Finally, another click could bring up a spreadsheet with the data. Another option could be to include decoration to draw attention, and have it fade away on clicking to enable the reader to concentrate on the data information.

In the language of the present paper, the Nightingale graph is an excellent example of “infographics”—it is attractive, grabs one's attention, and encourages you to think about the data—but it is not so great as “statistical graphics” in that it does not directly facilitate a deeper understanding of the data. In Nightingale’s political context, the goal of attracting attention was arguably much more important than the goal of understanding and communicating subtle patterns in the data.

---

6 The data used in Nightingale’s graph are available at http://understandinguncertainty.org/node/214
Mortality rates in the Crimean War from April 1854 to March 1856

Sanitary commission arrives

British Army Size in the Crimean War from April 1854 to March 1856

Figure 13. The Crimean War mortality data as time series graphs. The use of different forms (line plot for death rates and bars for army size) is a visual cue that two sorts of data are being presented: rates and absolute numbers.

We do not claim that our graphs are better than Nightingale’s classic; rather, the two displays serve different purposes, and in the modern high-bandwidth era, there is room for both. The first step is to understand the different goals involved in a graphical display.

Health spending and life expectancy. Figure 14, produced by Oliver Uberti in 2009 for National Geographic magazine, dramatizes that Americans spend much more on health care, compared to residents of a range of other countries, without seeing any apparent benefit in terms of life expectancy.

We weren’t so happy about this graph and produced an alternative (Figure 15, from Gelman, 2009c) that contains the same information while following the standard principles of statistical graphics. The standard way to display two variables is a scatterplot, in this case health-care spending vs. life expectancy. (The original display also contains information on frequency of doctor visits, but this third variable appears to be a minor part of the story.)
Figure 14. A dramatic display showing that the United States spends much more on health care per person than other developed countries but remains in the middle of the pack in life expectancy. From the standpoint of statistical data visualization, we would prefer a simple scatterplot such as shown in Figure 15, but Figure 14 does a great job of dramatizing to non-statisticians the outlier status of the U.S.
Figure 15. A scatterplot that displays the health-spending/life-expectancy data in Figure 14, but more transparently, more informatively, and in less space. Figure 14 is a dramatic display, while Figure 15 shows the pattern of the two variables more clearly. The two displays serve different goals, and an online display might start with Figure 14 and then reveal Figure 15 with a click.

The scatterplot reveals the arbitrariness of the scaling of the parallel coordinate plot in this example. In particular, the original graph gives a sense of convergence, that spending is all over the map but all countries have pretty much the same life expectancy—look at the way the lines converge to a narrow zone as you follow the lines from the left to the right of the plot.

But once you remove the U.S., there is a strong correlation between spending and life expectancy, and this jumps out of the scatterplot, much more than in that eye-catching parallel coordinate plot. (For simplicity, we have removed the data on doctor visits from our plot; a display of that additional information reveals no particular relation with the two major variables.)

But data graphs are not just judged on informativeness. Another consideration is novelty. The scatterplot in Figure 15 is great, but it looks like lots of other graphs we've all seen. This is a plus—familiar graphical forms are easier to read—but also a minus, in that it probably looks boring to many readers. The parallel-coordinate plot in Figure 14 is not really the right choice for the goal of conveying information in this case, but it's exciting and new to many people, and that's maybe why one of the commentators at the National Geographic website hailed it as “a
masterpiece of succinct communication.” The goal is not just to display information but also to grab the eye.

Ultimately, we think the solution is to do both — in this case, to make a scatterplot in some pretty, eye-catching way. Not being experts on graphic design, we just did the first part and will leave it to others to figure out good ways of making the display more eye-catching.

_How to win in Afghanistan._ The graph reproduced in Figure 16 was prepared by a military contractor for the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff:

Neither of us has ever been involved in any planning more complicated than setting up a M.A. program, and that had a budget approximately one-zillionth that of the Afghan war. Without any experience in large projects, we will limit our comments to the graph itself.

To start, we think the graph would be improved by making the arrows lighter—gray rather than black—and maybe reducing the number of arrows overall. We understand the goals of showing the connections between the nodes, but as it is, the graph is dominated by the tangle of lines.

**Figure 16.** This flowchart—part of a powerpoint presentation from a military contractor—effectively displays the complexity of planning during the Afghan war but would not be good if the goal is data or model visualization.
A larger problem is that the picture gives no sense of priorities. All the items are the same size and it is not clear where the focus should be. The full presentation (PA Consulting Group, 2008) puts all the nodes in context and makes the story clearer. But we can't really see what is gained from the above image. We can understand the value of a complicated graph showing suppliers and contractors and purchasers and so forth, but we don't see what you get out of this sort of map where most of the nodes are vaguely-defined concepts. 7

As noted above, we are complete strangers to the world of military planning, and we are reacting based on our understanding of graphical display. We are suspicious of the combination of a complex display and lack of precision in the details. Similarly, we suspect the graph displayed above does not do much to directly help the planning for Afghanistan, but it certainly does a good job of conveying the complexity of the situation! Maybe that was the point.

As statisticians, one might simply label Figure 16 as “junk” and leave it at that. Our point, though, is not merely to offer judgment (although we are happy to use our professional expertise in that way as necessary) but to use this example, quite different from the usual histograms and scatterplots of statistics texts, to consider the goals of graphical displays.

The Afghanistan flow chart is neither a data visualization nor a statistical graph, but it raises a point that is relevant to our discussion: this display is not useful for conveying information, but it is useful for giving context. If someone mentions a concept, then you find it on the display and see what other concepts are related to it. In that sense, it is more like a (non-statistical) map than a graph. At least, that’s the theory. In practice, we are skeptical that the above display is useful even as a conceptual map, but we will leave that for the subject-matter experts to judge. Our point here is to connect the visual format of the image to the goals that motivated its creation. It is through considering these goals that we as statisticians can better offer constructive criticism.

**Static statistical graphics: timeless or simply old-fashioned?**

Most of the “best” data visualizations used interaction and dynamic graphics in some way. Although interactive graphics are increasingly being used for data analysis, they are still not used much for display of results. What interactive presentations there are to be found on the web, with occasional exceptional examples, are still in an early stage of development, we can expect better in the near future. For this reason, we have written mainly from the point of view of static statistical graphics, the routine graphic tools of the profession.

Eye-catching data graphics tend to use designs that are unique (or nearly so) without being strongly focused on the data being displayed. In the world of Infovis, design goals can be pursued at the expense of statistical goals. In contrast, default statistical graphics are to a large extent determined by the structure of the data (line plots for time series, histograms for univariate data, scatterplots for bivariate non-time-series data, and so forth), with various conventions such as putting predictors on the horizontal axis and outcomes on the vertical axis. Most statistical

---

7 We looked carefully at the graph and could only find one node that is an orphan (that is, with no arrows pointing toward it). That node: “Media Sensationalism Bias.” Perhaps there could be another node leading to it, labeled “Pay $$ to friendly journalists.”
graphs look like other graphs, and statisticians often think this is a good thing. To use a literary analogy, statisticians tend to prefer Orwell’s (1946) dictum that “good prose is like a window pane,” while infographics experts prefer the pyrotechnic style of a Martin Amis or the make-the-reader-work style of a Chris Ware.

One of the challenges of Edward Tufte’s books is that people read Tufte (1983, 1990) and then want to make cool graphs of their own. But cool like Amis, or cool like Orwell? These are two different directions, as illustrated by the health-care spending graphs above.

Two qualifications are needed here. First, it can take a lot of work to write clear prose, just as it can take a lot of work and a lot of practice to prepare clear graphs. Even our simple health-care scatterplot required a bit of work (and a foundation of applied experience) to look as clean as it does. Second, the vivid writing of a Martin Amis or T.S. Eliot can be fun in itself and also point the way forward: yesterday's experiments can be tomorrow's standards. Much of Ezra Pound is not so readable today, but he had a big influence.

To draw another analogy, consider pie charts, which take a lot of work to draw by hand but are trivial to construct on the computer. It should be possible to argue both of the following:

1. Pie charts are helpful: They have introduced millions of people to data, giving people a physical sense of numerical relationships where the data are shares of a whole.
2. Pie charts are a dead end: Elaborations on pie charts (3-d pie charts, exploding pie charts, and all the rest) make things worse, and they can stand in the way of more direct data displays.

For that matter, default graphics in Excel can be a useful research and presentation tool. The problem occurs when people assume that the Excel output is enough. Think of all the research papers in economics where the authors must have spent dozens of hours trying all sorts of different model specifications, dozens of hours writing and rewriting the prose of the article . . . and then spent 15 minutes making the graphs. They just don't realize that more can be done. And, from this perspective, Wordle and all the rest don't really help. As data analysts, we see a large and continuing role for traditional display tools such as line plots, and there is a place for thinking seriously about the connection of these methods to the data and inferential problems at hand. It is not all about making something that looks pretty and has data in it. It should be about presenting relevant data fairly and effectively (using appropriate scaling and encouraging informative comparisons) and using design to make the graphic more attractive and interesting.

We are not criticizing the general idea of snazzy graphics—we find Flowing Data and other infographics sites to be often inspirational. It was more that we had problems with the specific displays labeled as Best of the Year, which led us to recognize a divergence of goals. Let's praise the innovators who design wacky, eye-catching tools such as Wordle, but let's also think about how to use these tools to give us a fuller understanding of the world around us.\(^8\)

The optimal situation would be a close cooperation between data analysts and designers. Each does what they are good at and that is maybe why we have dependable but dull graphics from

\(^8\) Throughout, we are talking only about graphs made in good faith. Just about any graphical technique can be abused, and just about any graphical technique can become a mess, if placed in the hands of a suitably dishonest or incompetent person. These concerns are important but are outside the scope of the present article.
data analysts and attractive but unreliable graphics from designers. More statisticians need education and encouragement in computing and design. They can’t be expected to become experts, but they should have an appreciation of what experts in other fields could do for them.

Statisticians prefer old-fashioned tools such as dot plots and line plots, with even the more modern innovations (for example, small multiples) being decades old, though implemented more effectively in a modern era of high-resolution color graphics. Infovis researchers are working much more on the technological bleeding edge.

As statisticians, we’re not quite sure how to think about our own preferences. Are dot plots and line plots really the best possible choice? Or does it just take many decades before new graphical technology can become usefully implemented as statistical methodology?

**The Baby Name Wizard—an example we like**

We conclude our series of examples with an interactive tool created by Laura and Martin Wattenberg (2005) that, in our view, combines the eye-catching beauty of the best Infovis examples with the directness and simplicity of the best statistical data visualizations. Figure 19 shows a screenshot of the most popular names beginning with “Cr.”

![Baby Name Wizard Screenshot](image)

*Figure 19. A screenshot from the Baby Name Wizard, an interactive tool for visualizing the popularity of first names over time. The Baby Name Wizard combines the visual appeal and excitement of the best Infovis work with the clarity of the best statistical data visualizations.*
Beyond being fun and addictive (once we hit this website, we couldn’t stop typing in letter combinations to see names and their trends), the display follows the principles of statistical data display as recommended by Tufte, Cleveland, and others. Colors are used sparingly (to convey information rather than as decoration), axes go down to zero and are labeled clearly but gently, the names are labeled directly on the graph, and each name can be individually located by running the cursor over the interactive version of the graph which appears online. All the six goals we listed at the beginning are met by this display.

The Wattenbergs have also used their database to make more traditional statistical graphics, for example the histograms displayed in Figure 20, which show trends in popularity of different last letters of boys’ names.

The quick story is that 100 years ago (graph not shown here), there were about 10 last letters that dominated; 50 years ago, the number of popular last letters declined slightly, to about 6; but now, a single letter stands out: an amazing 36% of baby boys in America have names ending in N. This is, in a word, cool. As a commentator wrote, there should be some sort of award for finding the largest effect “in plain sight” that nobody has noticed before.

But, beyond pure data-coolness, what does this mean? Our story, based on the discussion of Wattenberg (2007), goes as follows. A hundred years ago, parents felt very constrained in their choice of names (especially for boys). A small set of very common names (John, William, etc.) dominated. And, beyond that, people would often choose names of male relatives. Little flexibility, a few names being extremely common, resulted in a random (in some sense) distribution of last letters.

**Figure 20.** Histograms from the baby name database, showing a dramatic change in boys’ names in the past fifty years. These bare-bones graphics are nonetheless effective in revealing and displaying a fascinating and unexpected pattern in the data and illustrate that the goals of exploratory and presentation graphics can often overlap.
Nowadays, parents have a lot of freedom in choosing their babies’ names. As a result, there are lots and lots of names that seem acceptable, but the most common names are not as common as they were fifty or a hundred years ago. With so much choice, what do people do? Wattenberg suggests they go with popular soundalikes (for example, Aidan/Jaden/Hayden), which leads to clustering in the last letter. Even so, the pattern with N is so striking, there must be more to say about it.

In any case, we like the paradox: 100 years ago, the distribution of names was more concentrated but the distribution of sounds (as indicated by last letters) was broader. Nowadays, the distribution of names is more diffuse but the distribution of sounds is more concentrated.

Less constraint → more diffuse distribution of names → more concentrated distribution of last letters. And we gained this bit of social science insight from a powerful combination of high-tech interactive visualization, exploratory data analysis, and static statistical graphics to crisply summarize the result.

**Discussion**

One key difference between the two approaches is that Infovis prizes unique, distinctive displays, while statisticians are always trying to develop generic methods that have a similar look and feel across a wide range of applications. Few statisticians are trying to develop anything new; they are using the standard well-tried tools. Infovis places a high value on creativity and difference, whereas statistics is centered on objectivity and replication. Recognizability is important: every novel graph requires more work and without experience we may miss some of the secondary features. On the other hand novelty attracts attention. This is an old discussion which is not only found in data graphics, as in Wilkinson (2005) where he takes as one of his principles “Less is more,” but also, for instance, in architecture, where you can find the extreme view associated with Loos that ornamentation is a crime.

Another important difference is in the expected audience. Statisticians assume that their viewers are already interested and want to provide structured information, often a carefully prepared argument. For statisticians, graphics are part of an explanation. Even exploratory analysis typically has a clear structure. In contrast, Infovis designers want to draw attention to their graphics and thus to the subject matter. For them, graphics are more of a door opener. This is reflected in how both groups use interactivity. Infovis graphics often have video or animation, which adds to the attraction and engages viewers, who can control the animation and perhaps change colors or shapes, allowing different perspectives on the images. Statisticians, when they use interactivity, use it to link to other graphics or to models, allowing viewers to explore the argument.

We feel that, of all the visualizations discussed in this article, the Baby Name Wizard did the best at conveying information in an attractive, interesting, and open-ended way. If, for a moment, you accept this judgment, it leads to the surprising conclusion that the five best developments from 2008 were lower in quality than something that was done in 2005—which is a bit of a disappointment given the improvements in technology during the intervening period. On the other hand, technology always lags. Most of the graphs in our book about U.S. politics
(Gelman et al., 2009d) are line plots or scatterplots that could have been made 50 or 100 years ago or even earlier (had the data been available). On the other hand, back then such graphs took more effort to make—you couldn’t play around and make thousands of graphs and then choose hundreds for a book. In some ways, this was good—it’s not such a bad idea to have to think hard before acting—but in practice the result at the time was that tables were common, graphs were rare, and it was more difficult for readers—or researchers—to integrate large amounts of information. Even now, tables predominate over graphs in statistics journals, despite various exhortations by statisticians otherwise.

We have talked a lot about the different goals involved in creating statistical graphics, and so it is appropriate to end our discussion with a statement of our goals in writing this article. We would like to broaden the communication between graphic designers, software designers, statisticians, and users of statistical methods. This is an old point but one that bears repeating. By recognizing the diversity of goals involved in data graphics, developers and users alike might be in a better position to create eye-catching as well as informative visualizations of data and models, even if both these goals are not typically achieved in a single display.

Progress in infovis is important—should be important—to statisticians, even if the newest and prettiest developments are not yet particularly effective at revealing patterns in data. Today’s infographic may become tomorrow’s statistical display. Consider a hundred years ago or more, when the standard statistical graphic was the data table. With care and effort, tables can be informative, readable, and even exciting—take a look, for example, at an old volume of the *Statistical Abstract of the United States*. Back in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, there were some very attractive time series graphs, scatter plots, maps and more complicated statistical graphics—but these were artisan work, the infographics of their day. They were not really used routinely enough for statistical researchers to get a sense of what worked and what did not (and they often misfired, as with Florence Nightingale’s coxcomb plot above, which, although beautiful, is ultimately less informative than a simple time series plot). But progress on these led to our current state in which graphs, not tables, are the standard in data communication. Perhaps the infographics of today will evolve into the statistical data visualization tools of future decades, and we hope our discussion of goals and examples will help move this process along.

Ultimately the interpretation of a graph is a joint product of the data, the designer, and the viewer. With the increasing prominence of innovative infographics in the news media and the web, viewers are changing their expectations of data presentation, and, more than ever before, statisticians should consider the diversity of means to achieving the very different goals of attracting attention, displaying patterns, displaying data in a way that allows for discovery, and getting viewers intellectually involved with data.
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